
 

 

Abstract—The skin of the fuselage and wings of the high 

supersonic aircraft is designed using titanium-based thermal 

shield structures to prevent high temperatures from being 

transferred into the interior of an aircraft. A thermal shield 

structure consists of double panels, and the outer skin panels, 

those in contact with the outside, are designed using thin plates 

with a thickness of 0.5 to 1.0 mm. Because of acoustic loading 

caused by aerodynamic flow and engine noise, the thin skin 

panels are exposed to acoustic loading of more than 150 dB 

OASPL. Sonic fatigue damage of thin skin panels can occur due 

to such acoustic loading. In this paper, the time domain and 

frequency domain fatigue life prediction for a thin titanium skin 

panels of the high supersonic aircraft subjected to acoustic 

loading were performed. Frequency domain fatigue damage 

results were compared with time domain fatigue damage 

results. In addition, a method for reducing the calculation time 

of the time domain fatigue life prediction method for the skin 

panel subjected to acoustic load SPL which is without phase 

information was studied. 

 
Index Terms—Supersonic vehicle, Acoustic loading, Sound 

pressure level, Fatigue life 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he temperature of the skin of the fuselage and wings of 

supersonic aircraft is raised to approximately 300 ˚C by 

aerodynamic heating during supersonic flight. Those 

structures are designed using titanium-based thermal shield 

structures to prevent high temperatures from being 

transferred into the interior of an aircraft [1, 2]. The thermal 

shield structure consists of double panels, and the skin panels 

in contact with the outside are designed using thin plates with 

thickness of 0.5 to 1.0 mm [1]. Because of acoustic loading 

caused by aerodynamic force and engine noise, thin skin 

panels are exposed to acoustic loading of more than 150 dB 

OASPL in the range of 0 to 10 kHz [1, 2]. Fatigue damage of 

thin skin panels can occur due to such acoustic loading. 
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Therefore, it is necessary to predict the fatigue life of skin 

panels subjected to acoustic loading. 

Fatigue life can be predicted using the time domain fatigue 

life prediction method and the frequency domain fatigue life 

prediction method. The time domain fatigue life prediction 

method is considered to be the most accurate method. 

However, the time domain fatigue life prediction method 

requires long time response results to reduce statistical 

uncertainty and predict stable fatigue life [3]. The frequency 

domain fatigue life prediction views stress range distribution 

as a specific probability density function (PDF) and predicts 

fatigue life using the probabilistic characteristics of this 

distribution [4, 5]. An advantage of the frequency domain 

fatigue life prediction method is that fatigue life can be 

accurately estimated at a relatively low cost compared to the 

time domain fatigue life prediction approach. 

Acoustic loading during the flight of a supersonic aircraft 

is generally expressed as Sound Pressure Level (SPL) in a 

frequency band without phase information. Regarding the 

time domain, it is difficult to predict fatigue life for the 

acoustic load SPL in the frequency band without phase 

information. Also, much time is required to calculate the long 

time response. 

In this paper, time domain and frequency domain fatigue 

life predictions for the thin skin panels of supersonic aircraft 

subjected to acoustic loading were performed. The 

supersonic aircraft titanium skin panels were simply modeled 

as square plates. Frequency response analysis (FRA) was 

performed, and frequency transfer function was obtained. 

The acoustic loading history in the time domain was 

calculated by converting the acoustic loading SPL to a sine 

series of random phase. Time domain and frequency domain 

fatigue life predictions were performed using frequency 

transfer functions and time domain acoustic loading. In 

addition, several cases of time domain acoustic loading were 

generated with different phases, and the calculation time 

reduction method for the time domain fatigue life prediction 

method was examined by comparing the fatigue life of the 

structure according to each acoustic loading cases. 

 

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

A. Conversion of Acoustic Loading 

The acoustic loading SPL without phase information 

should be converted to the acoustic loading history of the 

time domain with phase information to realize time domain 

fatigue life predictions. The acoustic loading SPL is 

converted to RMS pressure, as shown in (1), and RMS 

pressure is converted to acoustic loading PSD, as shown in 
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f  is the frequency interval of the SPL. Converted 

acoustic loading PSD without phase information is converted 

into sine type acoustic loading history using random phases 

from 0  to 2 . Therefore, when the same acoustic load SPL 

is converted into a sine acoustic loading history using a 

random phase, different results are obtained for different 

random phases. 

 

B. Time Domain Fatigue Life Prediction 

The time domain fatigue life prediction method uses cycle 

counting to calculate the number of cycles according to the 

amplitude of the stress history in the time domain, and 

predicts fatigue life using an S-N curve and the 

Palmgren-Miner rule. The number of constant amplitudes for 

time signals can be calculated by level crossing counting, 

peak counting, range counting and rainflow counting. Cycle 

counting using rainflow counting has been proved by 

Dowling to be the most accurate [6]. Rainflow counting 

specified in ASTM E 1049-85 is applied as a standard [7]. 

Using the Palmgren-Miner's cumulative damage equation as 

represented in (3), the fatigue damage of structures can be 

obtained by using the number of each amplitude calculated 

by rainflow counting and the number of cycles the fatigue 

failure occurs at each amplitude can be determined from the 

S-N curve. If the damage is greater than 1, it is predicted that 

the failure of a structure occurs.  
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Fatigue life is given by (4). 
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C. Frequency Domain Fatigue Life Prediction 

Frequency domain fatigue life predictions are calculated 

using the PSD of response stress calculated using frequency 

transfer function. Using the spectral moment of stress PSD, 

the probability density function for the stress range 

distribution defined in the fatigue analysis model is 

calculated, and fatigue damage is predicted using an S-N 

curve and the damage equation.  

The frequency domain fatigue life prediction method 

includes the narrowband method and wideband method [9, 

10]. The PDF of the narrowband follows the Rayleigh 

distribution. When the narrowband method is applied to a 

wideband signal, fatigue life tends to be predicted 

inaccurately too short. Therefore, fatigue damage due to the 

wideband effect should be calculated by using a correction 

coefficient to correct fatigue damage predicted by the 

narrowband method or by applying a new PDF capable of 

wideband expression instead of the Rayleigh distribution. 

The fatigue life prediction methods considering the wideband 

effect are the Wirsching and Light method [11], 
0.75  method 

[12], Dirlik method [13] and Benasciutti and Tovo method 

[14, 15]. 

 

Narrowband Method 

The PDF of the narrowband follows the Rayleigh 

distribution, and cumulative fatigue damage is given by 
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where 
0  is the expected position zero crossing intensity, 

C  and k  are the fatigue parameters of the material, 
0m  is the 

0-th spectral moment and  is the Euler gamma function [9, 

10]. 

 

Wirsching and Light Method 

The Wirsching and Light corrected the narrowband 

method using the empirical correction factor as given by (6) 

[9-11]. 
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The empirical correction factor is defined as  
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where ε is the spectral width parameter, the best fitting 

parameters ( )a k  and ( )b k  depend on the slope k  of the S-N 

curve. 

 

0.75  Method 

The 
0.75  method calibrates the narrowband method using 

the spectral parameter 
0.75  as in (8) [9, 10, 12]. 
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Dirlik Method 

Dirlik proposed a probability density function 

approximating the stress amplitude distribution as shown in 

(9) by combining the stress amplitude distribution derived 

from RFC with exponential distribution PDF and the 

Rayleigh distribution PDF [9, 10, 13]. 
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In the Dirlik method, fatigue life intensity is given by 
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where Z , 
1G , 

2G , 
3G , R , Q  and 

mx  are coefficients and 

variables [9, 10, 13]. 

 

Benasciutti and Tovo Method 

Benasciutti and Tovo proposed a method to calculate 

fatigue life as a linear combination of the upper and lower 

fatigue damage intensity limits [9, 10, 14, 15]. The fatigue 

damage intensity of the Benasciutti and Tovo method is 
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where b  is calculated by approximation with numerical 

simulation data. 

 

D. The Fatigue Life Prediction Method and The Time 

Reduction Method for The Time Domain Method 

The process of the fatigue life prediction methods for 

structures subjected to acoustic loading SPL is as follows: 

The acoustic pressure SPL without phase information is 

converted to acoustic pressure PSD without phase 

information, and acoustic pressure history is converted to 

sine series acoustic pressure using a random phase from the 

acoustic pressure PSD, as shown in Fig. 1. Acoustic pressure 

history with phase information is converted to real and 

imaginary part through Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The 

real and imaginary parts of acoustic pressure can be 

converted to acoustic pressure PSD, and the response stress 

PSD can be calculated using the acoustic pressure PSD and 

frequency transfer function of the structure. The calculated 

response stress PSD can be used to predict fatigue life in the 

frequency domain. In addition, the real and imaginary parts 

of acoustic pressure can calculate the real and imaginary 

parts of response stress using the frequency transfer function 

of the structure, and can be converted to response stress 

history using Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT). The 

calculated response stress history can be used to predict the 

fatigue life in time domain. 

The time domain fatigue life prediction method requires 

long time response results to reduce statistical uncertainty 

and predict stable fatigue life. However, much time is needed 

to calculate long time responses. Therefore, it is necessary to 

examine a method to reduce the calculation time. In this 

paper, a method to reduce the time needed to calculate fatigue 

life in the time domain was examined. In order to reduce 

calculation time, several short time acoustic loading histories 

with different phases from the same acoustic pressure SPL 

were generated, and fatigue life was predicted by the average 

value of fatigue life for each acoustic loading. 

 

 

 
 

III. ANALYSIS 

A. Numerical Analysis Model 

A supersonic aircraft thin titanium skin panel was selected 

as the numerical analysis model to examine fatigue life, as 

shown in Fig. 2. The thin skin panel was simplified to a thin 

plate of 300×100×0.5 mm and each edge had a fixed 

boundary condition to simulate boundary conditions similar 

to the skin panels of actual aircraft. The analysis model used 

material properties of Ti-6Al-4V, as shown in Table I. 

Acoustic loading was assumed to be pressure uniformly 

applied over the entire skin panel. 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 2.  The numerical analysis model. 

 
Fig. 1.  Schematic of the time reduction method for the time domain method. 
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A. Modal Analysis and Frequency Response Analysis 

The modal analysis was performed to obtain the mode 

shape and natural frequency of the analysis model. The 

frequency response analysis was performed to calculate the 

frequency transfer function of the analysis model. The 

frequency response analysis was performed with a 2D shell 

element using MSC. Nastran, and the mesh size were 10 mm. 

The frequency range of the analysis was 0~1000 Hz, in 0.1 

Hz steps. The stress of the analysis model was calculated at 

the center of the model. The frequency transfer function 

calculated through the frequency response analysis was 

converted into a frequency transfer function for PSD using 

(12) [9]. 
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B. Fatigue Analysis 

The time domain acoustic loading history was calculated 

by converting the acoustic loading SPL to a sine series of 

random phase. Time domain and frequency domain fatigue 

life predictions were performed using the frequency transfer 

function and time domain acoustic loading. The time domain 

fatigue life was predicted using rainflow counting, an S-N 

curve, and Palmgren-Miner's cumulative damage equation. 

The frequency domain fatigue life prediction was made using 

the narrowband method, the Wirsching-Light method, the 

0.75  method, the Dirlik method, and the Benasciutti-Tovo 

method. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Conversion of Acoustic Loading Results 

The flight acoustic pressure SPL of the actual supersonic 

aircraft TU-144 was used as the acoustic loading SPL, as 

represented in Fig. 3 [2]. The acoustic loading SPL of a 1/3 

octave band was converted to acoustic pressure PSD in the 

frequency domain as shown in Fig. 4. The converted acoustic 

pressure PSD was converted into time domain acoustic 

pressure history using a random phase. The converted 

acoustic pressure history displayed in Fig. 5 was used as a 

reference, and ten acoustic pressure histories with different 

phases were generated. The ninth acoustic pressure history is 

shown in Fig. 6. Because the phase was different, the first and 

ninth acoustic pressure histories were different. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

TABLE I 

MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF TI-6AL-4V 

Property Unit Value 

Elastic modulus GPa  113 

Poisson’s ratio  0.32 

Density 3/kg m  4470 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Converted acoustic pressure history of TU-144 (1st). 

 
Fig. 4. Converted acoustic pressure PSD of TU-144. 

 
Fig. 3.  TU-144 Supersonic flight acoustic pressure SPL data [2]. 
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B. Modal Analysis Results 

The mode shapes of the analysis model are shown in Fig. 

7, and the natural frequencies of each mode are shown in 

Table Ⅱ. It was confirmed that the center of the plate was 

excited at mode #1, #3, #5 and #10.  

 
 

 
 

C. Frequency Response Analysis Results 

The frequency response analysis was performed to 

calculate the frequency transfer function of the analysis 

model. The frequency transfer function is shown in Fig. 8. It 

was confirmed that a high response occurred at the same 

frequency as the excitation mode at the center of the plate. 

 

 
 

D. Fatigue Analysis Results 

The fatigue life prediction results are shown in Fig. 9. The 

frequency domain fatigue life prediction results were more 

conservatively predicted than the time domain fatigue life 

prediction results calculated using rainflow counting. 

Regarding the frequency domain fatigue life prediction 

results, the narrowband method predicted the most 

conservative results, and the Wirsching Light method 

predicted a long fatigue life. The time domain fatigue life 

predictions were made using 10 seconds of response stress 

data to reduce the calculation time. It was too time consuming 

to calculate the response stress of a long time. Therefore, it is 

expected that there will be errors in the time domain fatigue 

life prediction results using response stress with a duration of 

10 seconds. 

 
 

E. Time Reduction Method Results 

To predict precise fatigue life, time domain fatigue life 

predictions must be based on long duration response stress. 

However, it is time consuming to calculate long duration 

response stress using the frequency transfer function and 

acoustic load history. In order to reduce computation time 

and improve accuracy, several acoustic load histories with 

random phases were generated, and fatigue life in the time 

domain was predicted. The fatigue life prediction results 

based on the acoustic loading histories of several cycles are 

 
Fig. 8.  Frequency transfer function of the analysis model. 

 
Fig. 6.  9th converted acoustic pressure history of TU-144. 

 
Fig. 9.  Time domain and frequency domain fatigue life prediction results 

(t=0.5mm). 

TABLE Ⅱ 

NATURAL FREQUENCY OF THE ANALYSIS MODEL 

Mode 
Natural 

frequency 
Mode 

Natural 

frequency 

# 1 282.0 # 7 761.4 

# 2 312.2 # 8 792.4 

# 3 368.5 # 9 84.2 

# 4 454.5 # 10 894.2 

# 5 571.1 # 11 921.6 

# 6 717.9 # 12 1023.3 

 

 
Fig. 7.  Mode shapes of the analysis model. 
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shown in Fig. 10. Since the acoustic loadings of several 

cycles were calculated through the same SPL, the frequency 

domain fatigue life prediction results were calculated to be 

virtually equal. However, the time domain fatigue life 

predictions calculated by rainflow counting were wide 

ranging from 125.1 to 538.3 hours. It was confirmed that the 

differences in the time domain fatigue life prediction results 

occurred largely according to the phase of acoustic loading. 

Using the response stress history of a long duration, the 

differences in the time domain fatigue life prediction results 

according to acoustic loading is reduced. Therefore, the 

results of the time domain fatigue life predictions calculated 

using acoustic load history with different phases were used as 

the average values to have the same effect.  The fatigue life 

prediction results using the average values are shown in Fig. 

11. It was confirmed that the average values of the time 

domain fatigue life prediction results were similar to the 

average values of the Dirlik method. 

 

 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, time domain and frequency domain fatigue 

life predictions for a supersonic aircraft thin skin panel 

subjected to acoustic loading were examined. The supersonic 

aircraft titanium skin panel was simply modeled using a 

rectangular plate. Frequency response analysis was 

performed, and frequency transfer function was obtained. 

The acoustic loading history regarding the time domain was 

calculated by converting the TU-144 acoustic loading SPL to 

a sine series of random phase. Time domain and frequency 

domain fatigue life predictions were realized using frequency 

transfer function and time domain acoustic loading. The 

frequency domain fatigue life prediction results were more 

conservatively predicted than the time domain fatigue life 

prediction results calculated using rainflow counting. 

Regarding the frequency domain fatigue life prediction 

results, the narrowband method realized conservative 

predictions whereas the Wirsching Light method predicted a 

long fatigue life. 

In addition, several cases of time domain acoustic loading 

were generated with different phases, and a calculation time 

reduction method for the time domain fatigue life prediction 

method was examined by comparing the fatigue life of the 

structure according to each acoustic loading case. Frequency 

domain fatigue life prediction results were shown to be 

approximately equal. However, the time domain fatigue life 

prediction results calculated by rainflow counting were wide 

ranging. The average value was calculated in order to have 

the same effect as the fatigue life results predicted by the long 

time response stress history. It was confirmed that the 

average value of the time domain fatigue life prediction 

results was similar to the average value of the Dirlik method. 
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Fig. 11.  Results of fatigue life predictions using average values.  

 
Fig. 10.  Comparison of fatigue life results. 
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